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We investigate ground state and finite temperature properties of the half-filled Hubbard model on a honey-
comb lattice using quantum Monte Carlo and series expansion techniques. Unlike the square lattice, for which
magnetic order exists at T=0 for any nonzero U, the honeycomb lattice is known to have a semimetal phase at
small U and an antiferromagnetic one at large U. We investigate the phase transition at T=0 by studying the
magnetic structure factor and compressibility using quantum Monte Carlo simulations and by calculating the
sublattice magnetization, uniform susceptibility, spinwave, and single hole dispersion using series expansions
around the ordered phase. Our results are consistent with a single continuous transition at Uc / t in the range
4–5. Finite-temperature signatures of this phase transition are seen in the behavior of the specific heat, C�T�,
which changes from a two-peaked structure for U�Uc to a one-peaked structure for U�Uc. Furthermore, the
U dependence of the low temperature coefficient of C�T� exhibits an anomaly at U�Uc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The two-dimensional Hubbard-Hamiltonian has been ex-
tensively studied as a model of metal-insulator and magnetic
phase transitions1 and also within the context of systems
such as the CuO2 sheets of high temperature
superconductors.2 In the square-lattice case, at half-filling,
nesting of the Fermi surface leads to a divergent antiferro-
magnetic susceptibility as the temperature is lowered, even
for U=0, and thus the ground state is an antiferromagnetic
insulator at any nonzero U. It is of interest to study cases
where, instead, the transition to the antiferromagnetic phase
occurs at finite U. In such a situation, for example, it may
prove possible to see if the Mott metal-insulator and
paramagnetic–antiferromagnetic phase transitions occur
separately. A finite Uc also makes it more straightforward to
study the thermodynamics at temperatures above the T=0
quantum phase transition, a question pertinent to experimen-
tal studies of such phase transitions.3

The two-dimensional honeycomb lattice is one geometry
in which we can explore these issues. In this paper, we in-
vestigate the properties of the half–filled honeycomb lattice
Hubbard model using determinant quantum Monte Carlo and
series expansions methods. After a brief review of previous
work, we describe the model and calculational approaches,
and show data for a number of different ground state prop-
erties that carry signatures of the phase transition. Our over-
all results are consistent with a single continuous transition
as a function of U / t. We then turn to the finite temperature
behavior of the specific heat to see how such a critical point
may be reflected in this key experimental property.

While the honeycomb lattice has Uc nonzero, it is impor-
tant to note at the outset that, like the square lattice, its non-
interacting density of states has a special feature. As shown
in Fig. 1, N��� vanishes linearly as �→0, so the system is a
semimetal �or alternatively, a zero-gap semiconductor� at

half filling. As a consequence, at weak coupling, the low
temperature behavior of the specific heat is quadratic in tem-
perature, C=�T2, instead of the usual linear Fermi liquid
dependence. At strong coupling, when long range antiferro-
magnetic order sets in, the specific heat will also be quadratic
in T owing to the spin–wave excitations. How the specific
heat evolves between these two regimes is an open question.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Noninteracting density of states of the
Hubbard model on a honeycomb lattice. This geometry is bipartite,
so N��� is symmetric about �=0. The vertical lines correspond to
fillings of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, etc. The density of states vanishes linearly at
�=0 and has logarithmic Van Hove singularities at fillings �=3/8
and 5/8. The bandwidth W=6t. Inset: honeycomb lattice �full sym-
bols� and underlying triangular lattice �full and empty symbols�, for
L=6 and N=24.
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A considerable body of work exists concerning the ground
state phase diagram. Martelo et al. found that within mean
field theory the Mott transition occurs below an upper bound
for the critical interaction strength Uc / t�5.3.4 Meanwhile,
their variational Monte Carlo calculation suggested a lower
bound for the antiferomagnetic transition Uc / t�3.7. They
interpreted these results as a single transition from paramag-
netic metal to antiferromagnetic insulator at Uc / t=4.5±0.5.

Sorella et al.5 and Furukawa6 studied the model using the
random phase approximation which gives Uc / t=2.23 for the
onset of antiferromagnetic order. Auxiliary field quantum
Monte Carlo �QMC� simulations5 using the ground state pro-
jection approach suggested Uc / t=4.5±0.5. Projector QMC
work by Furukawa6 on larger lattices and doing system size
extrapolations resulted in a somewhat lower value, Uc / t
=3.6±0.1. Peres et al. have recently studied the phase dia-
gram and mean field magnetization of coupled honeycomb
layers as a function of filling, U / t, and interlayer hopping
t� / t using the random phase approximation and spin wave
analysis.7

In addition to antiferromagnetism and the Mott transition
other phenomena associated with strong correlations have
also been studied. As with the square lattice Hubbard model,
Nagaoka ferromagnetism is also possible for the doped hon-
eycomb lattice at strong couplings �U / t�12� and was inves-
tigated by Hanisch et al. using Gutzwiller wave functions,8

and also by Peres et al.7 Renormalization group calculations
by González et al.10 have addressed the non-Fermi liquid
behavior of the half-filled honeycomb Hubbard model. As
pointed by the authors, the existence of nontrivial scaling
laws should show up in a variety of properties, including the
specific heat.

We conclude this introduction by noting that the Hubbard
model on a honeycomb lattice has also been suggested to be
of interest for a variety of systems including graphite sheets,9

and carbon nanotubes,11 as well as MgB2 �Ref. 6� and Pb and
Sn on Ge�111� surfaces.12 The honeycomb lattice is also a
2/3 subset of the triangular lattice �see inset in Fig. 1�, and
so the nature of spin correlations on the honeycomb lattice
has been considered as possibly relevant to the properties of
triangular lattice systems like NaxCoO2 at appropriate
dopings.13

II. HUBBARD HAMILTONIAN, DETERMINANT
QUANTUM MONTE CARLO, AND SERIES EXPANSION

METHODS

We study the Hubbard Hamiltonian,

H = − t �
�ij��

�ci�
† cj� + cj�

† ci�� + U�
i
�ni↑ −

1

2
��ni↓ −

1

2
�

− ��
i

�ni↑ + ni↓� .

Here ci�
† �ci�� are creation �destruction� operators for a fer-

mion of spin � on lattice site i. The kinetic energy term
includes a sum over near neighbors �i , j� on a two-
dimensional honeycomb lattice. We denote by N the number
of lattice sites, and L the linear dimension of the lattice,

which corresponds to the linear dimension of the underlying
triangular lattice, as shown in the inset to Fig. 1. The particu-
lar way the honeycomb lattice is cut out of the plane is a
matter of taste. We have therefore N= 2

3L2 and we have used
periodic boundary conditions. The interaction term is written
in particle-hole symmetric form so that �=0 corresponds to
half-filling: the density �= �ni↑+ni↓�=1 for all t ,U, and tem-
peratures T. We choose the hopping parameter t=1 to set the
energy scale. Note that the noninteracting model has two
Dirac points K± on the Fermi surface where the dispersion
relation is relativistic,9 i.e., the energy grows linearly with
	k−K±	.

We use the determinant quantum Monte Carlo method to
measure the properties of the Hamiltonian.14,15 In this ap-
proach the partition function is written as a path integral, the
interaction term is decoupled through the introduction of a
discrete auxiliary Hubbard–Stratonovich field,16 and the fer-
mion degrees of freedom are traced out analytically. The re-
maining summation over the Hubbard–Stratonovich field is
done stochastically. Since the lattice is bipartite, no sign
problem occurs at half-filling. Data were typically generated
by doing several tens of thousands of measurements at each
data point �temperature, coupling constant, and lattice size�.
Global moves which flip the Hubbard–Stratonovich variables
for all imaginary times at a given spatial site were included
so that at stronger couplings, transitions between different
densities are facilitated.17

We have also carried out an Ising type expansion for this
system at T=0 using a linked-cluster method.18 Similar ex-
pansions were previously done for the Hubbard model on the
square lattice.19 To perform the series expansion, one needs
to introduce an Ising interaction into the Hubbard–
Hamiltonian, and divide the Hamiltonian into an unperturbed
Hamiltonian �H0� and a perturbation �H1� as follows:

H = H0 + �H1

H0 = J�
�ij�

��i
z�j

z + 1� + U�
i
�ni↑ −

1

2
��ni↓ −

1

2
�

H1 = �
�ij�


− J��i
z�j

z + 1� − t�ci�
† cj� + H.c.��

where �i
z=ni↑−ni↓, and � is the expansion parameter. Note

that we are primarily interested in the behavior of the system
at �=1, at which point the Ising term cancels between H0
and H1. The strength of the Ising interaction can be varied to
improve convergence, and it proves useful to keep it of order
t2 /U.19 The limits �=0 and �=1 correspond to the Ising
model and the original model, respectively. This Hamiltonian
will be called the Hubbard–Ising model. The unperturbed
ground state is the usual Neél state. The Ising series have
been calculated to order �15 for the ground state energy, the
staggered magnetization M, and the square of the local mo-
ment Lm,19 and to order �13 for the uniform magnetic suscep-
tibility 	�. The resulting power series in � for t /U=0.15 and
J /U=0.0225 are presented in Table I.

In addition to the ground state properties, we also com-
pute the spin-wave dispersion 
 �to order �13� and the dis-
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persion 
1h of one-hole added to half-filled system �to order
�11�. These calculations are possible by extending the
similarity20 and orthogonality transformation methods21 from
Heisenberg and t-J models22,23 to the Hubbard–Ising models.
The calculation of the dispersion involves a list of 28 811
clusters up to 13 sites. The series for the dispersions can be
written in the following form:


�kx,ky� = �
p

�
i,j

1

3
ai,j,p�p�cos�ikx/2�cos�3jky/2�

+ cos
�i + 3j�kx/4�cos
3�i − j�ky�/4�

+ cos
�i − 3j�kx/4�cos
3�i + j�ky/4� .

In Table II, we list the series coefficients ai,j,p for t /U
=0.15 and J /U=0.0225. The series for other couplings are
available from the authors upon request.

III. QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITION

We begin by examining the evidence for a phase transi-
tion in the model. First, we present results from the quantum
Monte Carlo simulations, which can, in principle, address
arbitrary t /U ratios.

A. Compressibility

The Mott metal–insulator transition is signaled by a van-
ishing compressibility �=�� /��. We show the difference be-
tween the density � and half-filling as a function of � for
U / t=2 and U / t=7 �Fig. 2�. There is a clear qualitative dif-
ference in behavior. For weak coupling, � immediately shifts
from half-filling as � increases from zero, while at strong
coupling, � remains pinned at �=1 out to finite �. Although
dealing with finite chemical potential the sign problem was

not sever for the temperatures, system sizes and strenght of
correlations considered.

In Fig. 3 we show how the density behaves with increas-
ing � and L for U / t=5. The evolution with inverse tempera-
ture and lattice size suggests that there is a small, finite Mott
gap at U / t=5. To analyze finite size effects we have plotted
the density as a function of inverse system size L and ex-
trapolated as L→, for a small chemical potential �0=0.2t
as shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. The extrapolated den-
sities as a function of U for �=8 and 10 are shown on the
left panel of Fig. 4. We see that �0→1 at U / t�5, signaling
the onset of the Mott insulating phase.

B. Spin correlations and antiferromagnetic susceptibility

To study the magnetic behavior, we measure the real
space spin correlations,

czz�r� = �Sz�r�Sz�0�� Sz�r� = nr↑ − nr↓

c+−�r� = �S−�r�S+�0�� S+�r� = cr↑
† cr↓,

and their Fourier transforms,

Szz�q� = �
r

eiq·rczz�r�

S+−�q� = �
r

eiq·rc+−�r� .

The quantities

c�r� = czz�r� +
1

2

c+−�r� + c−+�r��

TABLE I. Series coefficients for Ising expansions of the ground-state energy per site, E0 /NU, the staggered magnetization M, squared
local moment Lm, and the uniform magnetic susceptibility 	� for t /U=0.15 and J /U=0.0225. Coefficients of �n up to order �15 are listed.

n E0 /NU M Lm 	�

0 −0.250l000000 1.000000000 1.000000000 3.703703704

1 0.000000000 0.000000000 0.000000000 3.703703704

2 −6.067415730�10−2 −1.090771367�10−1 −1.090771367�10−1 −4.743810362

3 −6.135588941�10−3 −2.206054451�10−2 −2.206054451�10−2 −1.394196294�101

4 −1.172455577�10−2 −3.552865175�10−1 −3.819372077�10−2 −5.304439204

5 −1.595132209�10−2 −7.348348039�10−1 −6.041765980�10−2 2.402576623�101

6 −2.167350013�10−3 −4.545288062�10−1 1.617075260�10−2 3.836014584�101

7 1.484188843�10−2 5.706090877�10−1 1.182931503�10−1 −6.261816470

8 1.982803975�10−2 1.508870723 1.282196638�10−1 −8.556886959�101

9 1.098873088�10−2 1.362697325 2.870390056�10−2 −8.473956953�101

10 −5.309942069�10−3 −9.038107499�10−2 −1.194968503�10−1 7.394366538�101

11 −2.087445585�10−2 −1.988476084 −2.381637820�10−1 2.479347440�102

12 −2.733805940�10−2 −2.967041815 −2.434002720�10−1 1.283247884�102

13 −1.868451700�10−2 −2.220001906 −7.558507985�10−2 −3.404916769�102

14 4.985233235�10−3 −1.210494842�10−2 2.437663805�10−1

15 3.577717123�10−2 2.934366446 5.886265926�10−1
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S�q� = Szz�q� +
1

2

S+−�q� + S−+�q��

average over the different spin orientation directions.
At �→ �T=0� and in the antiferromagnetically ordered

phase at large U / t, the real space correlation will go asymp-
totically to a nonzero value M2 /3 at large separations r,
where M is the sublattice magnetization. In our finite tem-
perature simulations, we access the �→ limit by cooling
the system to the point where the correlation length exceeds
the lattice size. In this case, the structure factor will grow
linearly with lattice size N. More precisely, the structure fac-
tor will obey,

1

N
S�q� =

M2

3
+

a

L
,

where L is the linear lattice size.24 In the paramagnetic phase
at small U / t, the structure factor will be independent of N,
and hence S�q� /N will vanish as N→.

In Fig. 5 we show S�� ,�� as a function of inverse tem-
perature � for different lattice sizes at U / t=7 and the asso-
ciated scaling plot. Also shown in Fig. 5 is the value of c�r�
for the largest separation on our finite lattices, c�rmax�. This
quantity should scale with the same intercept M2 /3 but a
different finite size correction. We see that the system is in an
antiferromagnetically ordered phase for this coupling.

Figure 6 shows analogous plots at U / t=6. The order pa-
rameter is still nonzero, but is quite small. Similar plots for
U / t=5 are consistent with the vanishing of long range order.
While we cannot pin down the location of the quantum phase
transition exactly, a comparison of this analysis with the
compressibility of Fig. 4 suggests that the vanishing of the
compressibility gap and the antiferromagnetic order occur
very close to each other and are in the neighborhood of
Uc / t�5.

C. Results from series expansions

We now present results from the Ising-type series expan-
sions. These expansions are only valid in the magnetically

TABLE II. Series coefficients for the spin-wave excitation spectrum 
�kx ,ky� /U and one-hole dispersion 
1h�kx ,ky� /U. Nonzero coef-
ficients up to order �13 for t /U=0.15 and J /U=0.0225 are listed.

�p , i , j� ai,j,p �p , i , j� ai,j,p �p , i , j� ai,j,p �p , i , j� ai,j,p

spin-wave excitation spectrum 
�kx ,ky� /U

�0, 0, 0� 1.350000000�10−1 �10, 0, 0� 2.216091139�10−1 �10, 3, 1� 4.746162497�10−1 �8, 6, 0� −7.225113429�10−3

�1, 0, 0� −1.350000000�10−1 �11, 0, 0� −1.393969235�10−2 �11, 3, 1� −1.099204748�10−1 �9, 6, 0� −2.262498583�10−2

�2, 0, 0� 1.111175434�10−1 �12, 0, 0� −5.637616v584�10−1 �12, 3, 1� −1.440323067 �10, 6, 0� −2.696906952�10−2

�3, 0, 0� 2.082046617�10−2 �13, 0, 0� −1.304334460 �13, 3, 1� −3.353557841 �11, 6, 0� 6.591260743�10−3

�4, 0, 0� −4.424242442�10−2 �4, 3, 1� −1.237981890�10−1 �8, 6, 2� −3.350958277�10−3 �12, 6, 0� −2.916010244�10−3

�5, 0, 0� −3.676674665�10−2 �5, 3, 1� −1.341231436�10−1 �9, 6, 2� −1.098231382�10−2 �13, 6, 0� −2.568183304�10−1

�6, 0, 0� −9.749111612�10−3 �6, 3, 1� −2.171649093�10−2 �10, 6, 2� −1.153863507�10−2 �12, 9, 3� −1.609104960�10−3

�7, 0, 0� 2.153747460�10−2 �7, 3, 1� 1.086787464�10−1 �11, 6, 2� 7.460180712�10−3 �13, 9, 3� −8.451196579�10−3

�8, 0, 0� 9.813204715�10−2 �8, 3, 1� 2.930587649�10−1 �12, 6, 2� 7.410248941�10−3 �12, 9, 1� −9.742145152�10−3

�9, 0, 0� 2.080499557�10−1 �9, 3, 1� 5.034160236�10−1 �13, 6, 2� −1.092694552�10−1 �13, 9, 1� −5.101138671�10−2

one-hole dispersion 
1h�kx ,ky� /U

�0, 0, 0� 5.675000000�10−1 �7, 3, 1� 5.141564645 �8, 6, 0� −1.091561629 �9,12, 4� −2.562349516�10−6

�1, 0, 0� −6.750000000�10−2 �8, 3, 1� −1.258196166�101 �9, 6, 0� −5.455143302 �10,12, 4� 2.676464885�10−3

�2, 0, 0� −6.336614782�10−1 �9, 3, 1� −1.733463014�102 �10, 6, 0� 5.327561412 �11,12, 4� 1.433265640�10−2

�3, 0, 0� −7.336392902�10−1 �10, 3, 1� −6.526403290�101 �11, 6, 0� 8.443452858�101 �8,12, 2� −2.978280918�10−5

�4, 0, 0� 2.938067768 �11, 3, 1� 3.901815114�103 �6, 9, 3� 8.189533379�10−5 �9,12, 2� −2.049879613�10−5

�5, 0, 0� 1.013199055�101 �4, 6, 2� −2.251112570�10−3 �7, 9, 3� 3.983472192�10−5 �10,12, 2� 2.139465782�10−2

�6, 0, 0� −1.702110647�101 �5, 6, 2� −6.420330616�10−4 �8, 9, 3� 1.025604453�10−2 �11,12, 2� 1.146460686�10−1

�7, 0, 0� −1.514268463�102 �6, 6, 2� 2.127063569�10−2 �9, 9, 3� 4.129584046�10−2 �8,12, 0� −2.233710688�10−5

�8, 0, 0� −4.655833834 �7, 6, 2� 6.346958017�10−2 �10, 9, 3� −2.110091800�10−1 �9,12, 0� −1.537409710�10−5

�9, 0, 0� 2.217144323�103 �8, 6, 2� −5.148299650�10−1 �11, 9, 3� −1.677872051 �10,12, 0� 1.604362363�10−2

�10, 0, 0� 3.740789745�103 �9, 6, 2� −2.603465931 �6, 9, 1� 4.913720027�10−4 �11,12, 0� 8.598244287�10−2

�11, 0, 0� −2.947388888�104 �10, 6, 2� 2.034643910 �7, 9, 1� 2.390083315�10−4 �10,15, 5� 1.895585905�10−7

�2, 3, 1� 1.238532110�10−1 �11, 6, 2� 3.720022590�101 �8, 9, 1� 6.168519384�10−2 �11,15, 5� 1.687061931�10−7

�3, 3, 1� 1.022641192�10−2 �4, 6, 0� −4.502225139�10−3 �9, 9, 1� 2.478775229�10−1 �10,15, 3� 1.895585905�10−6

�4, 3, 1� 7.872629131�10−2 �5, 6, 0� −1.284066123�10−3 �10, 9, 1� −1.373111288 �11,15, 3� 1.687061931�10−6

�5, 3, 1� 8.219599490�10−3 �6, 6, 0� 4.204959522�10−2 �11, 9, 1� −1.064077735�101 �10,15, 1� 3.791171810�10−6

�6, 3, 1� 6.643492076�10−1 �7, 6, 0� 1.267005690�10−1 �8,12, 4� −3.722851147�10−6 �11,15, 1� 3.374123863�10−6
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ordered phase, and thus can only access the properties of the
system for U�Uc.

In Fig. 7, we show the sublattice magnetization and uni-
form susceptibility. The QMC results for the sublattice mag-
netization are also shown. The two are roughly consistent
with each other for small t /U. The uncertainties increase as
the transition is approached. QMC results suggest a more
abrupt drop to zero around U / t�5, whereas the series re-
sults suggest a gradual decrease with increasing t /U. Since
the series are not directly in the variable t /U but rather in an
auxiliary variable �, it is difficult to locate the true critical
point Uc / t and obtain the critical properties. However, since
we expect the critical exponent of the order parameter to be
less than one, the true curve should come to zero with an

infinite slope. Thus, from the series results alone, one would
estimate Uc / t�4, and this is in agreement with the estimate
from the susceptibility 	� also shown in Fig. 7.

Next, in Fig. 8, we show the spin-wave dispersion along
high-symmetry cuts through the Brillouin zone for t /U=0.1,
together with the dispersion obtained from first and second
order spin-wave results for the Heisenberg model on a hon-
eycomb lattice,22 which should approach the dispersion for
the Hubbard model in the large U limit. As discussed previ-
ously, it is important to note that series expansions are de-
veloped for the Hubbard-Ising model, which starts with an
unperturbed model with an anisotropy and a gap. The spin
rotational symmetry is restored at �=1, where the gap must
close in the ordered phase. The limit �→1 has power-law
singularities in the series, which has to be treated by series
extrapolation methods well known from the study of critical
phenomena.25 The numerical results obtained are consistent
with gapless excitations in the Hubbard model. We can see
that the dispersion has its minimum at the � point. The spin-
wave dispersion for the Heisenberg model on a honeycomb
lattice has a maximum at W point, while for the Hubbard
model, this is only true for very small t /U. Already for
t /U=0.1, the energy at W points is reduced, and the maxi-
mum moves to the K point.

Also, in Fig. 9 we show the one-hole dispersion for se-
lected values of t /U. In principle, such a dispersion can be
measured in angle resolved photoemission spectra �ARPES�.
However, we are not aware of any existing material where
this ordered phase �U�Uc� honeycomb-lattice calculation
would be directly relevant. In the figure, we see that the
minimum and maximum gaps are at the W and � points,
respectively. This dispersion is quite different from the case
of the square lattice, since there is no nesting of the Fermi
surface here. For the square lattice, the single hole dispersion
relation is anomalously flat near the degenerate points
�0, ±��, �±� ,0� of the Brillouin zone, with the minimum of
the dispersion at �±� /2 , ±� /2�.23 Figure 10 shows the mini-
mum gap, i.e., the gap at the W point, and the bandwidth,

FIG. 2. �Color online� Difference in the value of the density �
from half-filling as a function of chemical potential �. At weak
coupling �U / t=2, left panel� � is not pinned at one, but immediately
begins to shift when ��0: there is no Mott gap. At strong coupling
�U / t=7, right panel�, there is clear evidence for a Mott gap. As the
logarithmic scale emphasizes �see inset�, the densities at small posi-
tive � are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than at weak
coupling. Error bars �not shown� are smaller than data points.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Density � at �0=0.2t as a function of the
inverse temperature � for U / t=5 and different system sizes.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Right panel, � as a function of inverse
linear size L, for �=0.2t, �=8, and U / t=5 and 7. Left panel: ex-
trapolated density � at �0=0.2t as a function of U.
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�−
W , vs t /U. The gap closes at t /U�0.26, indicating a
transition to the semimetal phase.

To summarize, study of both magnetic and charge prop-
erties using series expansions show a direct transition from
the antiferromagnetic to the semimetal phase around Uc / t
�4.

Combining the quantum Monte Carlo and series expan-
sion results, we estimate the phase transition to be in the
range Uc / t=4–5. There is greater internal consistency in the
location of the critical point if we restrict ourselves to one
method. But, in fact, there are larger uncertainties in both
methods especially as the quantum phase transition is
reached. However, both methods strongly indicate that the
Mott transition and the antiferromagnetic order happen si-
multaneously.

IV. SIGNATURES OF THE QUANTUM PHASE
TRANSITION IN THE SPECIFIC HEAT

An important objective of our study was to examine the
signature of the quantum phase transition in the finite tem-

perature behavior of the specific heat. We now turn to those
studies, which are based on the quantum Monte Carlo
method.

At strong couplings, one expects two features in the spe-
cific heat of the Hubbard–Hamiltonian. The first, at a tem-
perature T�U /5, signals the formation of magnetic
moments,26,27 while the second, at a lower temperature T
�J=4t2 /U, is associated with the entropy of moment order-
ing. This picture has been verified in the one-dimensional
case using Bethe Ansatz techniques28 and �using quantum
Monte Carlo� in the two-dimensional square29,30 and three
dimensional cubic lattices.31 Interestingly, in the square lat-
tice, the two peak structure persists to weak coupling where
the energy scales U and J have merged.26 In one dimension,
there is a single peak at weak coupling.32,33

We have used QMC to calculate the energy as a function
of temperature for different couplings U and system sizes.
We have used a fine grid of temperatures and then differen-
tiated numerically to extract the specific heat C�T�=dE /dT.
We have done runs with 4000 sweeps through the lattice and

FIG. 5. �Color online� Left panel: the antifer-
romagnetic structure factor is shown as a function
of � and different lattices sizes L at U / t=7. At
low � �high T� the correlation length is short, and
S�� ,�� is independent of L. At large �, S�� ,��
grows with L. Right panel: the scaled structure
factor �filled circles� and spin correlation function
�filled squares� at large distance are shown for
large � as a function of the inverse linear dimen-
sion for U / t=7. The lines are least squares fits to
the data. These quantities scale to a nonzero value
of the order parameter �square of the staggered
magnetization� in the thermodynamic limit 1 /L
→0. Typical error bars are shown on the left
panel.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Same as Fig. 5 except
U / t=6.
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for lower temperatures we averaged over several such runs to
reduce statistical errors on the energy. For ��10 this was
enough to ensure that error bars, for a given system size, are
smaller than typical data points both in E�T� and C�T�. The
specific heat for the two-dimensional honeycomb lattice is
shown in Fig. 11 for different couplings U and lattice size
L=12. For strong coupling, U / t=6, 7, 8 there is a clear two
peak structure. This is replaced by a single peak for weaker
couplings, U / t=2, 4, 5. Again, this result is in contrast with
the behavior of C�T� on the square lattice, where a two-peak
structure is evident for all U / t.26 It is plausible to conjecture
that the difference is the absence of long range antiferromag-
netic order. This suggestion is supported by the fact that
coalescence of the specific heat peaks is seen in Dynamical

Mean Field Theory �DMFT�34–36 studies when they are re-
stricted to the paramagnetic phase and antiferromagnetic
fluctuations are neglected.

This is, however, a rather subtle question, since the
Mermin–Wagner theorem precludes long range order at finite
temperature, for systems with continuous symmetry in two-
dimensions. What is meant, more precisely, is that on a two-
dimensional square lattice, the low T structure in C�T� ap-
pears when the antiferromagnetic correlation length ��T�
begins to grow exponentially as T→0.

The evolution from a two to a one peak structure in C�T�
is one interesting reflection of the underlying quantum phase
transition on the finite temperature thermodynamics. Another
way of examining this question concerns the low tempera-
ture behavior of C�T�. As pointed out in the introduction, we
expect a quadratic temperature dependence at both strong
coupling �spin-waves� and weak coupling �linearly vanishing

FIG. 7. �Color online� Left panel: the stag-
gered magnetization vs t /U obtained from series
expansions and quantum Monte Carlo simula-
tions. The lines joining the points are a guide to
the eye. See text for more discussion. Right
panel: the uniform susceptibility U	� vs t /U ob-
tained from series expansion.

FIG. 8. Plot of the spin-wave excitation spectrum 
�kx ,ky� �in
units of effective Jeff=4t2 /U� along the path �KW� in the Brillouin
zone �see the inset, where the momentum k for � ,K ,W points are
�0,0�, �2� /3 ,0�, and �2� /3 ,2� /33�, respectively� for the system
with coupling ratios t /U=0.1 in the Neél ordered phase. Also
shown are the first �dashed line� and second �solid line� order spin-
wave results �Ref. 22� for Heisenberg model on honeycomb lattice.

FIG. 9. Plot of the one-hole excitation spectrum 
�kx ,ky� /U in
the Neél ordered phase along the path �KW� in the Brillouin zone
�see the inset� for the system with coupling ratios t /U=0.05, 0.01,
0.15, and 0.25.
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density of states at the Fermi level�. How does the coefficient
� in C�T�=�T2 evolve as one crosses between the two
phases?

Before we present the results for �, we note that extract-
ing � is clearly a subtle numerical issue. On the one hand, �
characterizes the low T behavior, but on the other hand, be-
cause of finite size effects, which become larger as the tem-
perature is lowered, one cannot use data at too low values of
T. Thus, our calculation of � should be viewed with some
caution. Finite size effects were probed with the non-
interacting system, where they are known to be more severe,
and where we could reach larger system sizes. Our procedure
to extract � is as follows: we fit the data for E�T� to the T3

form over only a finite temperature window: below the peak
in C�T� but also above finite size effects begin introducing a
noticeable gap in spectrum. Figure 12 illustrates this proce-
dure for U / t=5, the full line is our best fit to the data. Note
that the fit starts to deviate around � / t=5, where the peak
starts to form, but follow the data closely below that. For the
noninteracting case the gap becomes noticeable around � / t
=10, therefore for the smaller values of U / t considered, we
did not take into account temperatures smaller than T=0.1t.
This prevented us from getting � for U / t�2.

In Fig. 13 we show � as a function of U. There is a
structure in this plot in the vicinity of the value Uc / t�5
previously inferred from the compressibility and spin corre-
lation data. Fig. 14 emphasizes this feature by plotting the

FIG. 10. Minimum single-hole gap 
W at W point and its band-
width 
�−
W vs t /U.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Specific heat C�T� is shown as a func-
tion of temperature for different coupling strengths. In the antifer-
romagnetic phase for U�Uc, the specific heat has a two peak struc-
ture. In the metallic phase for U�Uc there is a single peak. The
“universal crossing” at T=1.6t is discussed in the text. Error bars
�not shown� are typically the size of points for T�0.1, and up to
3–4 times larger for T�0.1.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Energy as a function of T3 for U / t=5
and L=9, 12, and 15. The solid line is the best fit to the data and the
dotted lines show the result of a 10% difference in �. Note that error
bars are smaller than points for 5���10.

FIG. 13. �Color online� �, the coefficient of the T2 term in the
specific heat is shown as a function of U / t. The solid square is the
U=0 value and the line is a guide to the eye. There appears to be a
change in slope as U crosses Uc.
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derivative of � with respect to t /U as a function of t /U. As
we have noted, the specific heat of the noninteracting system
obeys C=��U=0�T2 with ��U=0�=4.1, because of the lin-
early vanishing density of states. Perturbation theory sug-
gests that for small finite U / t, � should increase quadratically
from this value. Nevertheless, in the vicinity below the quan-
tum phase transition, the value for � extracted from the quan-
tum Monte Carlo data looks rather linear in U, as seen in
Fig.13. If �=mU / t then d��� /d�t /U�=−m / �t /U�2. With this
in mind, a line showing the functional form −m / �t /U�2 with
m=2 is given and fits the weak coupling data very well. The
breakaway from this form at strong coupling further empha-
sizes the change in behavior in the vicinity of the quantum
phase transition.

As we have already commented, we found the determina-
tion of the specific heat coefficient delta to be challenging.
Certainly the data are subject to both possible systematic and
statistical uncertainties. Regarding the former, we comment
that finite size effects are relatively less profound for local
observables like the energy than ones which sample long
range correlations �like magnetic structure factors.� We be-
lieve that the consistency of the data on L=9, 12, and 15 site
lattices reflects the fact that the results are representative of
the behavior in the thermodynamic limit. We have also
checked the effect of the fitting procedure on delta. Figure 12
shows the effect of a ten percent change in delta on the
goodness of the fit.

In studies of the two peak structure of the specific heat on
the square lattice, an interesting interchange of the role of
kinetic and potential energies was noted.26 At large U, the
temperature derivative of the potential energy was the pri-
mary contribution to the high T, moment formation, peak,
while the temperature derivative of the kinetic energy drove
the low T, moment ordering, peak. However, at weak U the
situation was reversed, with the high T peak originating in
the kinetic energy. With that separation in mind, we plot in
Fig. 15, for the honeycomb lattice, the contributions of the

potential and kinetic energies to �. It is the contribution of
the potential energy to � which appears to have the sharper
evolution in the vicinity of the quantum phase transition.

Returning to the specific heat versus temperature, shown
in Fig. 11, we note the existence of a very well defined
crossing point at T�1.6t. This crossing has been observed
previously in DMFT,34–36 and in the two dimensional square
lattice.26,29 Indeed, in the former case, two crossings were
observed, with the high temperature one being nearly univer-
sal, while the low temperature intersections were consider-
ably more spread out, much as we observe in Fig. 11. It is
also interesting that the numerical value of the crossing is
almost identical for the honeycomb and square lattices, de-
spite their different bandwidths.

Finally, we turn to the behavior of the entropy per site
S /N. The entropy is calculated from the specific heat:

S�T� = �
0

T C�T��
T�

dT�.

To do the integral we have fitted the energy to a physically
motivated form,

E�T� = E0 + �
n=1

M

cne− n

T ,

where E0, 
 and cn are obtained from the fitting and M is the
number of exponentials used, typically 6 to 8. This expres-
sion can then be differentiated to get C�T� and then inte-
grated. In the left panel of Fig. 16 we show S /N as a function
of U for different temperatures T. For large temperatures the
entropy per site approaches ln�4� for all couplings, indicating
that each site can be either empty, singly occupied with spin

FIG. 14. �Color online� Derivative of �, the coefficient of the T2

term in the specific heat, with respect to t /U is shown. This deriva-
tive has a sharp change near the critical coupling Uc. The solid line
is −2/ �t /U�2.

FIG. 15. �Color online� Separate contributions of the potential
��U� and kinetic ��K� energies to the quadratic coefficient of the
specific heat are shown. �U shows the more abrupt behavior in the
vicinity of Uc. The small differences between the values of � ob-
tained from the total energy, and the values �K+�U from the kinetic
and potential energies separately provide a measure of the uncer-
tainties in our fitting procedure.
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up, singly occupied with spin down or doubly occupied with
the same probability. At large U, the clustering of the curves
for different temperatures near ln�2� is indicative of the ex-
istence of disordered magnetic moments �only singly occu-
pied states� in a range of intermediate T. The low tempera-
ture magnetic ordering tendency is evident in the gap
between the T=0.2 and T=0.3 curves. As U is decreased, the
screening away of the moments is indicated by the T=0.3
isotherm dropping from ln�2� to 0. It is interesting that this
behavior is so gradual. Finally at small U one observes the
more or less equally spaced isotherms of free electron gas.
This figure complements the data of C�T� shown in Fig. 11,
since the entropy hang up at large U near ln�2� is just the
C /T area of the lower specific heat peak.

The right panel of Fig. 16 exhibits the entropy as a func-
tion of temperature. At weak coupling, there is a smooth
evolution from ln�4� at high T to zero at low T. For strong
coupling, a plateau near ln�2� interrupts this evolution, again
exhibiting a range of temperatures with well formed, but
disordered moments.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the Hubbard–Hamiltonian
on a half-filled honeycomb lattice using quantum Monte

Carlo and series expansion methods. Both methods strongly
suggest that the model has a single continuous transition at
T=0, between an antiferromagnetic phase at large U / t and a
semimetal phase at small U / t. Quantum Monte Carlo results
for the compressibility, which looks at the charge response of
the system, and the magnetic structure factor, which looks at
the spin response, both suggest a transition around Uc / t�5.
The series expansion results for the sublattice magnetization,
which is the spin order parameter and the charge excitation
gap, which characterizes the Mott transition, both point to a
single transition at Uc / t�4. The discrepancy between the
quantum Monte Carlo and series expansion results reflects
the uncertainties in the calculations, especially as the critical
point is approached. Thus we expect the transition to lie in
the range 4�Uc / t�5, a result in complete agreement with
the previous work of Martelo et al.4

Finally, one of the goals of this work was to look for finite
temperature signatures of the phase transition in the specific
heat, as a guide to experimental studies. We observe that
around Uc the specific heat changes from a one peak �below
Uc� to a two peak �above Uc� structure. We suggest that this
is associated with the fact that for U�Uc the antiferromag-
netic correlation length grows rapidly as the temperature is
reduced. For weak coupling only very short-range antiferro-
magnetic correlations exist, and the specific heat has no sig-
nature of magnetic order.

We also studied the evolution with on-site interaction
strength U of the coefficient ��U� of the quadratic tempera-
ture dependence of the specific heat at low temperatures.
Since the excitations which produce the T2 term above and
below the quantum phase transition are unrelated, one might
have expected ��U� to exhibit a discontinuity at Uc. Instead,
we found a sharp change in the slope, d��U� /dU at Uc.
Given the uncertainties in obtaining ��U�, from finite-size
calculations, these results should be viewed with some cau-
tion. Experimental searches for such a behavior would be
quite interesting.
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FIG. 16. �Color online� Left panel: the entropy per site is shown
as a function of U for different temperatures. At large U the gaps
between the T=10 and T=2 curves and between the T=0.3 and T
=0.2 curves reflect the entropy loss associated with magnetic mo-
ment formation and ordering, respectively. Right panel: the entropy
per site is shown as a function of T for weak and strong coupling.
The dashed and solid lines are the results of quantum Monte Carlo
simulations on 12�12 lattices. The squares and triangles are gen-
erated by an exact calculation on a two site model for comparison.
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